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NEW QUESTION: 1
To address a maintenance problem, a vendor needs remote access
to a critical network. The MOST secure and effective solution
is to provide the vendor with a:
A. dial-in access.
B. virtual private network (VPN) account for the duration of
the vendor support contract.
C. two-factor authentication mechanism for network access.
D. Secure Shell (SSH-2) tunnel for the duration of the problem.
Answer: D
Explanation:
For granting temporary access to the network, a Secure Shell

(SSH-2) tunnel is the best approach. It has auditing features
and allows restriction to specific access points. Choices B, C
and D all give full access to the internal network. Two-factor
authentication and virtual private network (VPN) provide access
to the entire network and are suitable for dedicated users.
Dial-in access would need to be closely monitored or reinforced
with another mechanism to ensure authentication to achieve
thesame level of security as SSH-2.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You want to write a custom widget that allows input of Incident
Custom Fields that has both required and nonrequired fields.
Identify the correct method using the Connect for PHP API to
determine which fields are required when saving an existing
incident.
A. Make a call to the RNCPHPMncident: :getRequired() static
method to inspect the is_required_for_update constraint of each
custom field.
B. Use ROQL to query the incident and look at the constraint of
each custom field to see if is_required_for_save IS set to
true.
C. Use ROQL to fetch the incident and inspect constraints to
see if is_required_for_save is set to true.
D. Make a call to the rncphp\incident: :getMetadata() static
method to inspect the is_recfu.ireci_for_upcia.te constraint of
each custom field.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the hidden costs in the framework of printing?
A. Price of the printer after tax
B. Costs of an intern
C. Wasted toner, ink,and paper due to reprints
D. Price of the cartridge after discounts
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of these are correct statements for the following code?
@BeforeClass public static void before-Class() throws Exception
{ mockUtil.mockDefaults();
mockUtil.mockDestination("ErpQueryEndpoint",URI.create(""));
}...
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.
A. Contains the mocking.
B. It is annotated with @BeforeClass, which means that this
method is called exactly once before all the other tests
methods are executed.

C. Mocks a dummy SAP S/4HANA destination
D. The actual testing happens here.
E. Initializes all the required SAP Cloud Platform mocks inside
the beforeClass() method
F. Initializes the mocking facility MockUtil provided by the
SAP Cloud SDK
Answer: B,C,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
See page 184, S4C80 Col17.
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